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EMTEQ Delivers Full System Experience
QUASAR II and eQUATION See High Customer Demand
New Berlin, Wis., USA (October 2013) – EMTEQ will be showcasing their full-system experience this
year at NBAA including eQuation™ and QUASAR II™. These products—several introduced at the NBAA
Annual Convention & Trade Show in 2012—have been met with significant interest and excitement
throughout 2013.
eQuation—our full line of cabin power products—features the intelliOutlet™ and intelliUSB SR™ which
are simplifying power integration. The intelliOutlet combines Plug Presence Detection (PPD) and Ground
Fault Interruption (GFI) into one compact unit eliminating five LRUs and excess wiring typical of other
systems. Introduced at the NBAA Annual Convention & Trade Show in 2012, EMTEQ will install on over
nine platforms and ship nearly 500 units by the end of 2013. The intelliUSB SR, introduced earlier this
year, is a universal USB charging port capable of charging 90% of all phones, tablets, and other personal
electronic devices at the same speed as on the ground due to its unique capability to switch between
various charging specifications. With a compact footprint of only 1 1/8” x ¾” and remote power supply, it
can be installed virtually anywhere on the aircraft.
Also introduced at the NBAA Annual Convention & Trade Show in 2012, EMTEQ’s QUASAR II Full
Spectrum Mood Lighting System is successfully setting the mood with installations on numerous
platforms throughout 2013. EMTEQ will ship and install over 5000 feet of QUASAR II in 2013, nearly
twice as much as EMTEQ’s original QUASAR system introduced in 2006. The increased demand of
mood lighting systems can be attributed to the increasing expectations of passengers, and advancing
technology allowing for simplified integration and control. The advanced design of QUASAR II with two
inch node resolution, allows it to create highly customizable scenes with dynamic colors and intensity
levels. These scenes take mood lighting to the next level adding to the ambience in the cabin. EMTEQ’s
QUASAR II system is a 115VAC system designed with EMTEQ’s Cabin Logic Network Protocol (CLNP)
built in simplifying the installation eliminating the need for external power supplies and control boxes.
This smart lighting system easily integrates with Cabin Management Systems.

###
About EMTEQ
As a global aerospace company, EMTEQ’s commitment to the collaborative advancement of aircraft
products keeps our customers at the forefront of technology. EMTEQ offers an extensive selection of
innovative, value add products and services for both retrofit and forward fit applications in the commercial
and business aviation markets. Products range from cables to integrated installation kits; from cabin
power to LED lighting; and from structures to exterior lighting. From multi-faceted, complex programs to
production overload needs, EMTEQ complements our products with comprehensive program
management and full engineering, design, and certification services. Employing more than 500
employees worldwide, offices and manufacturing facilities are located in New Berlin, WI; Miramar, Florida;
Great Falls, MT; Winnipeg, Canada; Montreal, Canada; São José dos Campos, Brazil; Bachenbülach,
Switzerland. EMTEQ complies with EN/JSIQ/AS9100:2004, ISO9001:2008, or EN9100:2003 standards
backed with FAA/EASA Part 145 Repair Stations and global technical support. Learn more about EMTEQ
at www.emteq.com.

